1980 cadillac fleetwood

If you collect classic cars you know what this means. I have owned I guess all the drive train
variations for this body car. The Buick 4. The 6. I prefer the 6. The 5. Of course the LT-1
equipped Fleetwoods have the best engine, ut that body style I doubt will ever be a classic.
Same goes as a lesser extent to the '77 - '79 Fleetwoods. Those have the really good V8, ut the
styling is not quite as good as the '80 to ' I have been wanting this car since I was I went to
sleep with the brochure on my head. Strange I know, ut I couldn't find one used when I was a 16
year old. It was never to be found. I looked at least monthly for decades. Sure you can find cars
in need of restoration in ugly colors with inferior drive trains, ut if you really know these cars
then you realize how ridiculously rare this is. All options, he best color combination, nd the very
best year all things considered. Of course this is subjective, ut I would like to think I know my
way around these rwd Cadillacs. This example has the dark claret firemist paint, lk grain padded
top, nd leather De'Elegance interior. All the super rare and expensive options; Factory CB,
stroroof, ower driver and passenger recliner, utomatic dimming, osi-traction, nd genuine factory
wire wheels. I have placed a nos '85 Fleetwood Brougham front grill, ront parking lights, nd rear
tail lights on this car. I like them better, always thought the '84 to '85 trim was the absolute best.
I would even place the chromeless body side protector moldings on this car if not for this being
the last year of clipped on said trim. Of course, s pictured, have all the original parts in excellent
condition if you want to original look back. This leads me to tell you this car wears all its
original sheet metal and body pieces. There is no bondo anywhere and most of the car is
original paint. I repainted the hood crazing in center, oticeable when a few inches away only and
trunk lid repainted poorly under warranty by dealer when new , s well as did the absolutely
necessary fillers the new and expensive soft type as original , eadliner, ail panels, nd visors. All
of these pieces fail in moderate to warm climates regardless of exterior element or exposure.
They do not fail only by the sun. Glue and plastic just give way due to time. The car retains its
factory original painted pin stripe in all places. The wire wheels are actually balanced and hold
air without tubes! Of course they are in excellent original condition as pictured. The elk grain
top has all its stitching and the driver's tufted seat doesn't have the usual scuff marks yet from
getting in and out in the back side that DeElegance models endure. Everything works on this
car. Fuel monitor system lights, ll fiber optics, ll lights in and out, ll illuminated visor mirrors
and covers, ll power motors, runk remote, ower antenna, nd trunk pull down. All power
accessories work inside and out, othing over looked. She starts first time every time and idles
smoothly. Shifting is smooth and rattles are non existent. She happily loafs at 70 mph all day. I
actually drove her miles in one day several months ago. The steering, rakes, nd suspension are
all as tight as they should be for an ideally kept 35 year old car. Cost no object on making this
car as close to new as possible. I have been on eBay for 11 years and have sold several classic
cars out of my collection here. I am only attempting to sell this one because someone has put a
gun to my head. There are more pictures at jim hailey classic cars dot and a com. Call me if you
prefer at Jim Hailey. The model year is another downsizing for the DeVille and Fleetwood series.
The body lines were trimmer and more aerodynamic. A new 6. The Fleetwood Brougham once
again augmented the model hierarchy as the most luxurious owner-driven Cadillac. The
Fleetwood Brougham is engineered for the demands of contemporary driving. Its new more
formal roofline increases rear seat roominess. From the stylish new grille to the beautifully
beveled rear deck lid it is a contemporary expression of formidable Cadillac luxury. Its
aerodynamic wind cheating silhouette not only increases fuel economy but aides its stability.
The new limousine-style rear window treatment and new Electro-luminescent opera lamps in the
center pillar are signature Fleetwood Brougham exterior features. Distinctive wide rocker
moldings and the stand-up laurel wreath and crest hood ornament complete the Fleetwood
luxury touches of elegance. Inside the Fleetwood Brougham is spacious six passenger
traditional Cadillac comfort. The new roofline permits two more inches of rear seat room. Rich
Heather knit with Raphael inserts was available in six colors. A leather upholstered interior was
available in 10 colors. Dual Comfort front seating with six way power for both driver and
passenger, and individually adjustable rear seat reading lamps are Brougham signature interior
features. Folding center front and rear seat armrests, automatic power antenna, exterior accent
striping, seat belt chimes, Tungsten halogen high beam headlamps, and wide white wall
steel-belted radials all network to provide extraordinary comfort and convenience. By the s, the
Fleetwood Brougham lost its exclusivity to be reduced to a mere trim option package. The
Fleetwood Brougham lost its Fleetwood-body at the end of the model year production. It lost its
Automatic Level Control and four-wheel disc brakes at the end of the model year. A most
impressive manner to add further distinction to the Fleetwood Brougham was a Cadillac special
edition. Deluxe Tampico carpet with carpeted floor mats were luxuriously under foot. This is a
very special Fleetwood Brougham. The transmission was tweaked to sync with the engine
augmentation. This is my kind of Cadillac! With these special wheels Matt used special Vogue

wide white walls. The Fleetwood Brougham shared the same body and platform as the Sedan
deVille. The Sedan deVille version used this body shell and platform through the end of the
model year production run. The fabulous Fleetwood Brougham was basically a
badge-engineered Sedan deVille. A coupe version of the Fleetwood Brougham was released
during the middle of the model year, it was the same theory; it was a badge-engineered Coupe
deVille. By the end of the s, Cadillac had become a hodge-podge of GM parts. The s proved to
be challenging for automakers. With EPA mandated mpgs and stricter emission control
standards, luxury automobiles took a hit and had to be refined for the day. Cadillac built a 6. It
produces hp 3, rpm with Nm of peak torque 1, rpm. The engine is equipped with a Rochester
4-bbl downdraft Quadrajet and a mechanical fuel pump. Performance is rated as mph in
Unfortunately, hp had to be sacrificed for the contemporary issues of the day aka fuel economy.
The Brougham rides upon on a long The front suspension uses upper and lower control arms
with independent coil springs, link-type stabilizer bar and hydraulic direct action shock
absorbers. The rear suspension is no longer set-up for height control as it was no longer
standard equipment but now, optional at extra cost for the first time on a Fleetwood beginning
the model year. The Brougham not only lost its height control but also its standard four-wheel
disc brakes for the model year. It is fitted with a hypoid type rear axle, and a propeller shaft with
two constant velocity joints. The self-adjusting system is fitted with front discs with single
piston sliding calipers and duo-servo drums fitted to the rear axle. The system has a power
hydraulic dual master cylinder with separate hydraulic fluid chambers to facilitate independent
front and rear brake operation. The parking brake has an automatic vacuum release and is
considered a true auxiliary brake since it will not lock with the engine running and car in gear.
The Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham is restyled with a trimmer more aerodynamic silhouette. It is
powered by an all-new 6. From its stylish new grille to the beautifully beveled rear deck lid, it is
an elegant expression of Cadillac luxury. The formal new roof line adds rear seat head and leg
room to the already spacious six passenger interior. A full complement of Cadillac amenities are
standard. The Fleetwood Brougham historically was the most luxurious owner-driven Cadillac
and the model was no exception to the elegant rule. The Fleetwood Brougham was always a car
of elegant refinement. This is luxury on the grand Cadillac scale in the grand Cadillac manner.
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simply forced to bring the bulk and excessive mass of its largest cars down to something not
seen since the early s. The all-new Fleetwood Brougham was lighter, shorter and narrower. For ,
the big-block Cadillac V-8 engine was reduced in both bore and stroke, resulting in cubic inches
instead of the prior , but with a power reduction of only 10 hp to total. The new cars were vastly
better in every way, with interior and trunk room being broadly similar to the prior cars. This
was partly due to the new car having a thinner door and more intelligent design overall, allowing
for plenty of stretch-out room inside for six corn-fed Americans. The trunk could still hold
several golf bags or plenty of luggage as the situation required. Fuel consumption was reduced
as well. As was expected, the standard equipment list for the cars was extensive, and the option
list nearly as long. The cars were changed little, as were cars. Halfway through the model year,
the Oldsmobile-supplied cid diesel V-8 engine was made an option on the Fleetwood Brougham.
This resulted in a hp rating, with the fuel injection version limited to the Eldorado and Seville
lines. Maximum torque was inevitably reduced as well: lb-ft compared to lb-ft at for the larger

engine of The cars brought an aide to fuel efficiency with the addition of electrical mechanisms
to shut off valves to either two or four of the cylinders when under light load. This was made
standard equipment across the board, except on the Seville that had the Oldsmobile diesel V-8
engine standard that year. Cadillac hailed the technical advance, but the electronics did not
prove to be reliable in the field. This was the first non-V-8 Fleetwood for many decades, and the
Oldsmobile diesel continued to be optional at extra cost. With the reliability issues of the V-8,
Cadillac executives decided to push ahead and rush the adoption of a previously planned, very
small, aluminum-block V-8 engine. It debuted for , coupled with a lightweight overdrive
automatic transmission. This was the HT It was fuel injected and rated at horsepower, but only
manag
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ed lb-ft of torque. The Buick V-6 and Oldsmobile diesel V-8 remained available to buyers who
selected them. Oddly enough, the reliable Buick V-6 engine did not return to the option list. For ,
the rear-drive Fleetwood Brougham sedan carried on in high style. The Fleetwood Brougham
gained a slightly more powerful cid V-8 engine of hp and lb-ft of torque, which brought back
something resembling spirited acceleration to these big cars. This was the final year of the
Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, which was replaced by a car simply called the Cadillac
Brougham for For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this
amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the
amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would
like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Model Overview Images are
general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected.

